1. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
2. A Karachi B Surat C Bopho D Jammu
3. A Mohandas Gandhi B Sohrab Gandhi C Mohandas Gandhi D Yes, he did
4. A Alfred Shaiskew B Fizal Shaiskew C Alfred Shaiskew D Yes
5. A Kali Faishan B Sulrahafashan C Kasturbaben D Yes
6. A Abheekak D Jhanada C Ingrand D Yes
7. A Farilal B Mohanadas C Gandhi D Gandhi
8. A Friday C Gandhi D Gandhi
9. A Mohandas D Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
10. A Mohandas Gandhi D Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
11. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
12. A Lalpada B Mahatamadevi C Gandhi D Gandhi
13. A Gandhiji D Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
14. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
15. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
16. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
17. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
18. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
19. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856
20. A Gandhi Crore in 1856 B November 1856 C October 1856 D November 1856